
Gallery Book Instructions :Northwoods Book Arts Guild 

1. Strathmore paper (400 Series) – 19” x 25 1⁄2” (available at Michaels) or 
Color Plan , Canson, or other similar weight paper: Cut each sheet into two 
length-wise strips measuring 9” x 25 1⁄2”. Each book requires two strips, 
one whole sheet. Our paper for the program is 25 1/4” 

2. Score and fold a 1/2” hinge on ONE strip only. Trim second strip to = First 
strip minus the hinge (i.e., trim off about 1/2” from the second strip). BE 
EXACT!!  
Fold each sheet into an accordion of 8 panels using bone – “fold to the 
MOUNTAIN”. Precision is important.  
Vocabulary: Bone folder, Mountain fold, Valley fold, Reverse fold 
Each strip will have 8 panels; one strip will have a hinge.  

  

  



5. Hinge the two strips together using 1⁄2” double stick tape (3M) 
Check to see if folded edges line up before hinging. 
**Consider trimming a very small sliver from the panel next to the 
hinge; this will aid in lining up folded edges.  

6. Place structure on the table in this configuration. You are looking at 
the BACK of the structure. Using a contrasting pencil, mark with “X” 
and “O” the panels as indicated in diagram. “O” panels (shaded) will 
become the framed windows. Nothing is done to the “X” panels.  

1. Using a mat board template, slit shaded panels horizontally into 
3” sections. Use outer edges for template placement. Don’t cut 
beyond folds!  

2. Mark places where frames will be cut (indicated here be 
darkened panels). Make frame edges 3/8” all around. A mat 
board template measuring 2 1⁄4 x 2 1⁄4” can be tacked 
(thumbtack) onto self healing cutting mat, and cut around using 
X-acto knife. 



 

   

 
9. Turn whole structure over to UNmarked side. Gently reverse shaded 
panels to form pop-out frames.  



 
10. Attach covers (we used black core mat board) cut 9 1/8 x 3 1/4”, using 
glue, MacTac, or strips of double stick (permanent) tape. Check the size of 
your cover fold to get an exact measurement. 

11. A wrap-around cord (or two) is suggested for the closure.  

Instructions provided courtesy of Margo Klass,  Fairbanks, AK 2009  


